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ABOUT THE APPARITIONS
Visionary:
Since 1985, Jesus and Blessed Mother have been
appearing to Maureen Sweeney-Kyle on an almost
daily basis. Maureen is a very shy, timid and frail
housewife and grandmother. She grew up and still
resides in the Cleveland, Ohio area with her husband.
From 1993 to the present, Maureen has received
the combined Revelations of MARY, REFUGE OF
HOLY LOVE, and the CHAMBERS OF THE
UNITED HEARTS.
In 1993, Our Lady began Holy Love Ministries
and then requested that the Ministry procure property
for a shrine in Lorain County, Ohio. This was
accomplished in 1995. Thousands of pilgrims from
around the world have since visited the 115-acre
shrine known as Maranatha Spring and Shrine.
Spiritual Director:
Over the past twenty years, Maureen has had four
spiritual directors who have been experts in Marian
Theology.
Website: www.holylove.org
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INTRODUCTION
June 13, 2001
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. This Revelation
of the Chambers of My Heart is the greatest gift I could
have given you outside of the Eucharist itself. It is a sign
of My Coming Victory. It is a sign of My Victorious Reign
in hearts, and in the world.”
“To choose the journey into the Chambers of My
Heart is to choose to be sanctified.”
“Make it known.”
August 28, 2001

St. Thomas Aquinas comes and says: “Praise be
to Jesus. Child, I have come to help you understand that
the Revelation of the Chambers of the United Hearts
is a school of theology. If you searched the depths
of Scripture or the heights of theological study, you
would not find a more concise path towards salvation
culminating in union with the Divine Will.”
“Jesus has given the world a seemingly simple
spiritual road map. He has only just begun to expound
upon the depths of this journey. You may never
understand yourself the complexities of this Revelation,
but I am here to tell you that the entire journey is based
on trustful surrender through love.”
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“If you remember this, you will begin to ferret out
all that opposes this maxim in your own heart. Then
you will see the obstacles Satan places before you that
hinder your journey through these Sacred Chambers.”
“You can make this known.”
October 16, 2006
Feast of St. Margaret Mary Alacoque
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their
Hearts exposed, and St. Margaret Mary Alacoque is to
the front of them, only she is very tiny. Blessed Mother
and St. Margaret Mary Alacoque say: “Praise be to
Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “There are many Chambers in My Heart of
Hearts,” and He smiles. Jesus then says to Maureen:
“That was the first thing I said to you about the Chambers
of My Sacred Heart seven years ago on this date.”
“Now at this property, at this Prayer Site and within
this Mission, the Chambers of My Heart are laid bare.
The doors of each Chamber are open to all humanity,
all people and all nations. It is by merit of mankind’s
pursuit of these Chambers that peace will come into the
world, and We will be triumphant.”
“We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United
Hearts.”
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PREFACE

A

pparitions have been and still are a major
factor in God’s showing His Love, Mercy
and concern for His people. They are cries
from Heaven, appeals and sometimes warnings. They
are meant to arouse our Faith and lead us to holiness.
Marian apparitions in particular have had a marvelous
record in bringing about conversions on a grand scale.
There are hundreds of Marian Shrines around the
world that trace their origin to an apparition of Mary,
as well as many religious Orders. At most of these
shrines there are testimonials of many conversions,
healings and graces received. In our day ten million
people visit Guadalupe each year, five million visit
Fatima and Lourdes. Medjugorje, in spite of having
no official Church approval, attracts its millions of
people each year. Because of more than three hundred
reported Marian apparitions that have been submitted
for judgment to the Roman Congregation that evaluates
them, Cardinal Ratzinger, head of that Congregation
[prior to his election as Pope Benedict XVI in 2005],
has called our times “The Age of Marian Apparitions”.
While presently Blessed Mother has ceased regular
visits to many of those places, She and Jesus are still
visiting Maureen Sweeney-Kyle on an almost daily
basis. These revelations to Maureen are in the category
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of private revelations as distinguished from public
revelation. Private revelations add nothing essential to
the teachings of the Faith. We are free to believe
in private revelations by Divine Faith, but we are
not required to do so; however, it would be foolish to
ignore private revelations that have been approved and
promoted by the Church.
Since the abolition by Pope Paul VI of Canons 1399
and 2318 of the former Canonical Code, publications
about new apparitions, revelations, prophecies, miracles,
etc., are allowed to be printed and read by the faithful
without express permission of the Church, provided they
contain nothing contrary to the teachings of faith and
morals. This means that no imprimatur is necessary for
distributing information about new reported apparitions
not yet judged by the Church. Unless the Church
intervenes, the faithful are permitted to go to places
of reported apparitions. If they were not permitted to
go, there would be nothing to write about.
It stands to reason that the faithful are not only
permitted, but encouraged to believe in those apparitions
that are supported by signs and wonders, such as
conversions, spiritual, physical and mental healings,
solar signs, miracle-like photographs, rosary chains
turning to a gold color and where thousands of people
gather regularly to pray Our Lady’s rosary. The Scripture
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rule is to JUDGE the TREE by its FRUITS. It would
be deplorable to deprive people from benefiting from
the marvelous and tremendous graces connected with
visiting these places. Miraculous conversions, healings,
signs and wonders have, and continue to occur in
connection with Jesus’ and Blessed Mother’s apparitions
to Maureen in Lorain County, Ohio.
Maureen has been receiving visits from Heaven on
an almost daily basis since 1985. Since October 16,
1999 Jesus began visiting Maureen daily and giving her
what He has called “The Complete Message of Our
United Hearts” (which includes the Revelation of the
five Chambers of the Sacred Heart). The following book
contains these messages which He states are “the
way of SALVATION, HOLINESS, PERFECTION,
CONFORMITY and UNITY”.
Be assured that you are free to read and accept these
messages dictated by Jesus Himself.

Fr. Frank Kenney, S.M., S.T.D.
Spiritual Director for Maureen Sweeney-Kyle
(1994-2004)
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THE REVELATION OF
OUR UNITED HEARTS:
THE SECRETS REVEALED
In January and February of 2001, Jesus dictated the
following series of messages to the visionary, MaureenSweeney Kyle, in which He revealed the “secrets” of
the five Chambers of the United Hearts.

Introduction
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. In the
beginning My Father created heaven and earth. He
created man and formed the first woman from his rib
in order that they love, honor, adore and obey Him.
Because of their sin, I was sent as Redeemer.”
“But today, man continues in his sin. Many fail to
discover the path of salvation and fall prey to Satan’s
deceit. Therefore, I have sent My Mother ahead of Me
with the message of Holy Love. I have come after Her,
revealing the message of Divine Love and the complete
message of Our United Hearts.”
“This is the way of salvation, holiness, perfection,
conformity and unity.”
Jesus 01/24/2001
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FIRST CHAMBER – SALVATION
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to
further dictate to you the secrets of Our United Hearts salvation, holiness, perfection, conformity and unity.”
“In the world today the vast majority of the world’s
population remains unconverted; that is, they do not
pursue their own salvation. Conversion comes through
the grace of My Mother’s Heart. Thus, the Immaculate
Heart of Mary is the First Chamber of Our United
Hearts. It is the antechamber to holiness, perfection,
conformity and unity.”
“The Heart of My Mother is Holy Love - the two
great commandments - to love God above all else and
his neighbor as himself. No one attains salvation who
will not abide by these commandments. And so, with or
without knowing this, the soul who seeks his own
salvation must gain entrance to the First Chamber of
Our United Hearts - Holy Love - My Mother’s Heart.”
“Once the soul gains admittance to My Mother’s
Immaculate Heart, his most glaring faults are brought
to light through the Flame of Holy Love - The Flame of
Her Heart. If he perseveres in grace, these faults will be
burned away and the soul will be allowed to pass into
the Second Chamber of Our Hearts which is personal
holiness. Now he is entering Divine Love and My Divine
Heart.”
Jesus 01/25/2001
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SECOND CHAMBER – HOLINESS
“I have come to you - your Jesus, born Incarnate.
I invite you to see that each Chamber of My Sacred
Heart is approachable only through a greater submission
of free will. Thus, as the soul approaches the Second
Chamber of My Heart, he begins his martyrdom of love;
that is, he dies to his own free will as a sacrifice of love.”
“In the Second Chamber of My Majestic Heart The Flame of My Heart - the soul pursues holiness. The
Flame of Divine Love reveals small flaws of character
that separate the soul from Me. In this Chamber of My
Heart the soul is more aware of the present moment. He
understands the past must be committed to My Mercy the future to My Provision. He opens himself up to the
grace of the present moment.”
“The souls in the Second Chamber of My Heart are
becoming more aware of the Eternal Father’s Will for
them and most accepting of My Father’s Will. Then as
they surrender more and more to the Divine Will in the
present moment, they prepare themselves for entrance
into the third Chamber of My Sacred Heart.”
Jesus 01/26/2001
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THIRD CHAMBER –
PERFECTION IN VIRTUE
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. As the soul
decides to pursue holiness, he is made more aware of
the depth or lack of depth of the virtues in his heart.
Every virtue proceeds from love and humility. Therefore,
the depth of love and humility in the heart dictates the
depth of every virtue.”
“Every virtue originates from the power of the Holy
Spirit. A person may know how to behave lovingly and
humbly, but it is all pretense unless these virtues are
alive and thriving in the heart. No virtue originates in
the intellect. Further, the one who desires to be known
as humble, holy, virtuous is practicing false virtue. The
practice of virtue needs to be between the soul and his
Creator.”
“As the soul attempts to polish the virtues in his
heart and refine them in the eyes of God, he enters the
Third Chamber of My Heart. In this Chamber the soul
finds himself tested over and over in every virtue, for it
is the test that strengthens or weakens virtue
according to the soul’s response.”
“This is the Chamber that fine-tunes holiness by
testing the virtues as gold in the Flame of Divine Love.
As the gold is refined, the soul is prepared for the next
Chamber of My Heart.”
Jesus 01/27/ 2001
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FOURTH CHAMBER –
CONFORMITY WITH THE DIVINE WILL
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to
describe to you the Fourth Chamber of Our United
Hearts. This is the Chamber of sanctification. The soul
that seeks conformity with the Will of God enters this
fourth Chamber after he has successfully surrendered
his will to a virtuous life of Holy Love in the present
moment.”
“In this, the Fourth Chamber of Our United Hearts,
there are still two distinct wills - man’s will and the
Divine Will. Man’s will can be likened to gelatin in a
mold. An effort is being made in this Fourth Chamber
to overcome every semblance of sin - even small sinful
habits - in order to transform the human will into the
likeness of the Divine Will. The soul is able to accept
all things as from the hand of God.”
Jesus 01/29/2001

FIFTH CHAMBER –
UNION WITH THE DIVINE WILL
“Behold! I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have
come to describe to you the Fifth and most intimate
Chamber of My Divine Heart. In this Chamber the soul
is consumed with the desire to love Me - to please Me.
In this love the soul is taking a giant step beyond
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conformity to the Divine Will. In conforming to the Will
of God there are still two wills - God’s Will and the
human will. The soul is making the effort to accept all
things as from the Hand of God.”
“But in this most elite and intimate Fifth Chamber
of My Heart, the soul not only accepts, but loves God’s
Will for him. It is in this love that has been perfected in
the greatest degree possible that the soul comes to union
with the Divine Will. Few reach this fifth Chamber of
My Heart.”
“See then that it is love that invites you into the First
Chamber - the Immaculate Heart of My Mother. It is
love that invites you into the Second Chamber seeking
greater purification and holiness. It is love that desires
perfection in the virtues - the Third Chamber. It is love
that takes the soul into the Fourth Chamber conforming
the human will to the Divine. It is love which brings the
soul into union with God in the Fifth Chamber. It is the
depth of the soul’s surrender to love that determines his
eternity.”
Jesus 01/31/2001

Conclusion
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. If love is
the entrance to each Chamber of My Heart, please
understand then, that it is only by a deeper surrender to
love that the soul can be transported from one Chamber
to another.”
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“In the First Chamber the soul must decide to love
God more than sin. That is his salvation - the Heart of
My Mother. In the Second Chamber the soul loves God
and neighbor even more and seeks holiness. In the Third
Chamber through a purer love the soul seeks perfection
in every virtue. In the Fourth Chamber the purified soul,
now more perfected in virtue, desires to conform his
will to the Will of God. And those precious souls who
reach the Fifth Chamber of My Heart, live in union
with God’s Will. God lives in them and they in Him.
My Father establishes His Kingdom within the hearts
of those who enter the Fifth Chamber of Our United
Hearts.”
“Pray this prayer:

“Dear United Hearts of Jesus
and Mary, I desire to surrender
to Holy and Divine Love in all
things, in all ways and in every
present moment. Send me the
grace so that I may do this. Help
me as I try to respond to this grace.
Be my protection and provision.
Take up Your Reign in my heart.
Amen.”
Jesus 02/01/2001
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THE SIXTH CHAMBER THE HEART OF
GOD THE FATHER
The revelation of a sixth Chamber – the Heart of
God the Father – the Highest Heaven – began in April
of 2003.
April 1, 2003
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate...”
“I have come to explain to you the Sixth Chamber. It
is the Heart of the Eternal Father. It embraces all the
other Chambers of Our United Hearts. In this Chamber
is God’s promise—a new covenant of love. The souls
that pass into this Sixth Chamber have reached the
Highest Heaven. In this life it is reserved for those who
have already reached sanctity. In eternal life the saints
and martyrs of love who reached the Fifth Chamber
move into the Highest Heaven.”
“Since My Father’s Heart embraces all the Chambers
of Our United Hearts, realize He calls each soul to be
immersed in this Highest Heaven. For to him who has
faith, all things are possible.”
April 2, 2003
“Praise be to Jesus. I am Margaret (Mary
Alacoque). I have come to explain the Sixth Chamber
as easily as I can.”
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“The Sixth Chamber is the embrace of the Heart of
God which is the Divine Will. The soul feels the
embrace of the Father’s Heart increase as his soul is
drawn deeper into the Chambers of the United
Hearts. This being so, please see that as the soul is drawn
into the First Chamber, he feels the Father’s embrace
begin. Each subsequent Chamber allows the soul to feel
the Father’s embrace increase. The Eternal Father tries
to draw each soul into the Highest Heaven.”
January 28, 2005
St. Thomas Aquinas comes and says: “Praise be
to Jesus.”
“Let us explore the Sixth Chamber—the Heart of
God. In this Chamber the Heart of God comes alive in
the soul. The soul then becomes a living tabernacle of
the Divine Will. Such a soul is always at peace, for he
has overcome the temptation to pride resulting in
impatience, greed, anger and every sort of debauchery
born of pride.”
“Such a soul exists in the Heart of God at every
moment and with every breath. He lives to appeal to
God alone and to please others as they are pleasing to
God.”
“Strive for this—it is attainable!”
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June 27, 2006
St. Thomas Aquinas comes. He says: “Praise be
to Jesus.”
“Jesus and Mary have sent me to help you
understand this final teaching about the United
Hearts. The Sacred Heart of Jesus and the
Immaculate Heart of Mary are sealed together
for all eternity through the Divine Will of the
Eternal Father. It is the Divine Will, which is
O n e w i t h t h e H e a r t o f t h e F a t h e r, t h a t
embraces—encapsulates—the United Hearts. The
Chambers of the United Hearts represent the various
levels or depths that the soul embraces of God the
Father’s Will.”
“So you see, the entire spiritual journey
that Heaven has revealed here is a journey—
beginning to end—into the Divine Will of God.”
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